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Introduction
• Concept of Justice: From Classical to Modern

• Dimensions of Justice: Legal, Political, 
Economic and Social

• Procedural and Substantive Justice

• Rawls’s Theory of JusticeRawls’s Theory of Justice

• Relationship Between Liberty, Equality and 
Justice

• Different Perspectives on Justice: Liberal, 
Marxist, Feminist and Communitarian

• Conclusion



Concept of Justice 

• Searching the principles of justice and 
establishing human society accordingly has 
been the foremost problems of Political 
Philosophers.

• The problem of Justice arise only in an Open • The problem of Justice arise only in an Open 
Society or Liberal Democratic society and in a 
scarcity situation.

• Do you really think so ?

• What about the Authoritarian or Communist 
regimes ?



Justice:

From Classical to Modern 
• Plato’s book “Republic: Concerning Justice”

– Justice is the highest virtue.

– Justice results from each element in society doing its 
appropriate task

• Aristotle: 
– Distributive Justice: For legislators, allocation of wealth and 

honor on prevalent criteria of merit honor on prevalent criteria of merit 

– Retributive Justice: concerns Judges, punishment for crime

– and Commutative Justice: Regulation of voluntary transaction

• French Revolution: Liberty, Equality and Fraternity

• The Classical justice is about confirming the social order 
while modern is about social justice for oppressed and 
underprivileged in society.



Dimensions of Justice

• Modern idea of justice consists of various spheres.

• Legal Justice: 

– Positive Law and Natural Law

– Justice according to law and Law according to justice

– Earnest Barker: law requires ‘validity and value’ both.

• Political Justice: • Political Justice: 

– Constitutional government, equal access to political 
institutions, right to criticize 

• Socio-economic Justice:

– Reordering society on the principles to achieve equitable 
distribution of material and moral resources.



Procedural and Substantive Justice
• The contemporary concerns on social justice 

centered on procedural and substantive nature

• Procedural Justice: 
– just procedures will result in just allocation

– The liberal tradition: Herbert Spencer, F A Hayek, 
Milton Friedman, Robert Nozick

• Substantive Justice:• Substantive Justice:
– Justifying the end

– Procedures automatically be just

– The socialist tradition

• John Rawls: achieving substantive justice in a 
scheme of procedural justice



John Rawls: Theory of Justice
• Book: A Theory of Justice (1971)

• Justice is the first virtue of a good society.

• Justice is necessary but not a sufficient condition of good 
society.

• Calls his theory ‘ A Pure procedural justice’

• Rejects utilitarian principle of “greatest pleasure of greatest 
number” as sufferings of distressed can’t be compensated number” as sufferings of distressed can’t be compensated 
by enhancing the pleasures of prosperous.

• Used the method of ‘social contract’ and ‘original position’ 
for individuals for contracting under ‘veil of ignorance’ but 
having sense of justice to derive the just procedures.

• Self interested individual but not egoist.

• People will support a procedure that guarantee the 
maximum benefits to ‘the least advantaged position’. 



Theory of Justice continued…

• Three principles of justice:

• 1) Principle of equal liberty: equal right to most 
extensive liberty compatible to similar liberty of 
others

• 2) Principle of fair equality of opportunity

• 3) Difference principle: any departure from equal • 3) Difference principle: any departure from equal 
distribution of primary goods can be justified only 
when it bring the greatest benefit to the least 
advantaged

• Lexicon priority

• Chain Connection: in order to strengthen a chain 
we should strengthen the weakest link first.



Criticism of Rawls’s Theory of Justice
• Collectivists: 

– found the ground of justification of capitalist system. 

– Freedom of accumulation of wealth will automatically benefit the 
poor.

• Libertarians: 

– Sacrificed liberty for the sake of equality

– Rawls negotiators are not risk takers hence can’t help in social 
progress

• Marxists:• Marxists:

– Any negotiation without knowing the socio-economic  conditions are 
meaningless.

• Communitarians:

– It doesn’t provide any conception of good life

– Divorcing individual from their social self can’t be a good negotiator

• Feminists:

– No space for women in his theory

– What if the negotiators will be women



Conclusion

• Rawls theory of justice is also not relevant 
beyond the borders of state.

• Despite many criticism still the most dominant 
theory that revived political theory and 
generated a lot of debate.

• The notion of just and good and search for 
justice is a never ending process.
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